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ABSTRACT

This paper presents a multi-modal multi-label attribute classification

model in anime illustration based on Graph Convolutional Networks

(GCN) using domain-specific semantic features. In animation pro-

duction, since creators often intentionally highlight the subtle char-

acteristics of the characters and objects when creating anime illus-

trations, we focus on the task of multi-label attribute classification.

To capture the relationship between attributes, we construct a multi-

modal GCN model that can adopt semantic features specific to anime

illustration. To generate the domain-specific semantic features that

represent the semantic contents of anime illustrations, we construct a

new captioning framework for anime illustration by combining real

images and their style transformation. The contributions of the pro-

posed method are two-folds. 1) More comprehensive relationships

between attributes are captured by introducing GCN with semantic

features into the multi-label attribute classification task of anime il-

lustrations. 2) More accurate image captioning of anime illustrations

can be generated by a trainable model by using only real-world im-

ages. To our best knowledge, this is the first work dealing with multi-

label attribute classification in anime illustration. The experimental

results show the effectiveness of the proposed method by comparing

it with some existing methods including the state-of-the-art methods.

Index Terms— Anime illustration, graph convolutional net-

works, semantic feature, multi-modal classification, image caption-

ing.

1. INTRODUCTION

With the development of the animation industry in recent years, sev-

eral studies related to anime illustration such as illustration edit-

ing [1,2], line-art colorization [3,4] and cartoon face generation [5,6]

have been conducted. Due to the increasing number of anime illus-

trations, there is a growing need for techniques to classify them, and

these techniques have a potential to enhance the above various stud-

ies. In order to implement the classification techniques for anime

illustration, it is necessary to know the contents of the anime illus-

trations.

It is well known that image classification is a fundamental task

in the computer vision community and plays an important role in a

wide range of applications. Since images contain multiple objects

in the great majority of cases, multi-label image classification has

aroused extensive attention in recent years. In real-life problems

This work was partly supported by JSPS KAKENHI Grant Number

JP21H03456.

such as medical image classification [7] and recommendation sys-

tems [8], multi-label image classification can help us get better solu-

tions. Therefore, it can be expected that the multi-label classification

technique is also effective for anime illustrations.

Many multi-label classification methods for anime illustration

have been proposed [9, 10]. For example, a method [9] based on

convolutional neural network (CNN) achieved good classification

results. Since objects always co-occur in anime illustrations, it is

necessary to take the relationships between labels into consideration

so that we can improve the accuracy of classification. In recent years,

great progress has been made in the research of graph convolutional

network (GCN) [11]. GCN shows a great ability for modeling the

relationships between the labels on a graph structure. For example,

Feng et al. proposed a GCN-based multi-label anime illustration

classification method [10], which modeled the correlation between

different labels by constructing a complete graph.

However, the classification task of anime illustration is slightly

different from that of real-world image. Anime illustrations are arti-

ficially created images, and the creators of anime illustrations often

intentionally highlight the fine characteristics of the characters and

objects which are called attributes. For this reason, to construct the

classification method for anime illustrations, we need to consider

not only simple objects in the image but also their attributes. There-

fore, it is necessary to solve the multi-label attribute classification

task [12], and there is no work focusing on this task for anime illus-

tration.

In generic image classification, many methods for multi-label at-

tribute classification have been proposed [13–15], and they focused

on the capture of relationship between attributes from the visual in-

formation of the illustration. As mentioned above, artificially cre-

ated anime illustrations contain more detailed information than real-

world images, so it is necessary to take more semantic information

into account. However, it is difficult to grasp the deeper and more de-

tailed connections between attributes only from visual information.

Therefore, to grasp semantic features specific to anime illustration,

we introduce the image captioning [16] into the the classification

task of anime illustration. The image captioning is a more detailed

factor consisted of the semantic information, and is expected to be

useful for representing the attributes. However, the available mod-

els [16,17] of image captioning are learned from only real-world im-

ages. There are several differences between anime illustrations and

real-world images which are called domain-shift, and the domain-

shift will lead to a decrease in the accuracy of image captioning re-

sults. In other words, it is not feasible to apply this technique for

real-world images directly to anime illustrations.
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Fig. 1. Overview of the GCN-based multi-modal multi-label attribute classification model for anime illustrations using domain-specific

semantic features. We train a captioning model for anime illustration by using the captioning of real-world images and corresponding

animated style images generated by the image style transformation model. We employ this captioning model to obtain the semantic feature

vcap of anime illustration. The semantic feature vcap is used in the GCN-based multi-label classification model to improve the classification

accuracy.

In this paper, we propose a multi-modal multi-label attribute

classification model for anime illustrations based on GCN using

domain-specific semantic features. This is the first attempt to in-

troduce the semantic features to the task of multi-label attribute

classification in anime illustrations. The technical contributions of

this paper are as follows.

Contribution (i): To deal with the task, multi-label attribute clas-

sification in anime illustration, we construct a GCN-based model

using not only visual features from images but also semantic features

suitable for anime illustration.

Contribution (ii): We propose a trainable model for the image

captioning of anime illustrations by using only real-world images to

extract highly expressive image captioning of anime illustrations.

In contribution (i), we can capture the relationship between different

attributes in the images by introducing semantic features for anime

illustration based on image captioning into GCN, and we further

improve the classification accuracy. In contribution (ii), we convert

real-world images into animated style images and import them in

pairs into the image captioning model pre-trained with real-world

images, and train the model to make each feature space closer by

considering the differences between the two captioning results. In

this way, we can generate captioning of anime illustrations by using

only real-world images. These two contributions show that success-

ful multi-label attribute classification for anime illustration becomes

feasible.

2. OUR MULTI-LABEL ATTRIBUTE CLASSIFICATION

MODEL

In this section, we show the details of the proposed model. First,

we explain how we construct a new captioning framework for anime

illustrations (2.1). Then we describe the general flow of the GCN-

based multi-modal multi-label attribute classification using domain-

specific semantic features (2.2). Finally, we explain the final classifi-

cation and the loss used for the training of the proposed model (2.3).

Figure 1 shows the overview of the proposed model.

2.1. New Captioning Framework for Anime Illustration

This subsection shows how we construct the new captioning frame-

work for anime illustrations by combining real images and their cor-

responding art style transformations to generate features that repre-

sent the semantic contents of anime illustrations.

First, we put real-world images into the image style transfor-

mation model and convert them into animated style images. In our

method, we use white-box cartoonization model [18] as the image

style transformation model. The white-box cartoonization model

can generate high-quality cartoonized images from real-world im-

ages, and with this model, we can get pairs of real-world images and

animated style images.

Next, we input real-world images into a pre-trained captioning

model [17] to obtain the corresponding captioning results. Under

normal circumstances, since simply converting a real image into an

animated style image does not change rough contents of the image,

we can regard the captioning of the real-world image as the ground

truth of that of the corresponding animated style image. We use

the animated style image and the captioning of the corresponding

real-world image to train the captioning model so that the distance

between the captioning result of the animated style image and that

of the real-world image becomes close. The training process will be

mentioned in Section 3. In this way, the problem of the domain-shift

can be solved, and we can obtain domain-specific semantic features

for anime illustrations.
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2.2. GCN-based Multi-modal Multi-label Attribute Classifica-

tion Using Domain-specific Semantic Features

This subsection describes the general flow of the GCN-based multi-

label attribute classification using domain-specific semantic features.

Inspired by the uni-modal version of previous GCN [19], our multi-

label attribute classification model mainly consists of the following

two parts: Semantic Attention Module (SAM) and Dynamic Graph

Convolutional Network Module (DGCNM) as shown in Fig. 1.

The SAM aims to estimate the content-aware category represen-

tations after extracting feature maps from the images. For an input

image, we first employ a CNN backbone to extract the convolutional

feature maps M ∈ R
H×W×D . H means the height of M , W

means the width of M , and D means the number of channels of M .

From the feature maps M , a set of category-specific activation maps

X ∈ R
H×W×C are generated by Class Activation Mapping [20].

Then we use the activation maps X to convert M into a content-

aware category representation H = [h1,h2, . . . ,hC ]
⊤ ∈ R

C×D

as follows:

hc =

H∑

i=1

W∑

j=1

x
c
i,jmi,j , (1)

where C is the number of categories, xc
i,j is the (i, j)-th weight of

c-th activation map Xc ∈ R
H×W , and mi,j ∈ R

D is the (i, j)-th
feature vector of the feature map M .

The DGCNM aims to obtain the final category representation by

GCN using the contents in each specific input image. We take the

content-aware category representation H as the input node features,

and feed it into a static GCN. We define the single-layer static GCN

as V = LReLU(AsHWs) ∈ R
C×D . LReLU(·) is the activation

function LeakyReLU [21]. As and Ws are respectively the correla-

tion matrix and the state update weights. During the training process,

As and Ws are randomly initialized by the gradient descent.

To introduce the semantic features into the GCN model, we em-

ploy the image captioning model that is trained for anime illustra-

tion in the previous subsection to obtain the captioning matrices

Mcap ∈ R
H×W×D . Then we transform the captioning matrices

into semantic features vcap ∈ R
D that can be imported into the

multi-label classification model by a pooling layer. Note that vcap is

defined as follows:

vcap = p(Mcap), s.t. Mcap = cap(M), (2)

where p(·) means the pooling layer, and cap(·) means the caption-

ing model mentioned in subsection 2.1. After that, we integrate vcap

and the output features V of the static GCN. Specifically, we sim-

ply concatenate V = [v1,v2, . . . ,vC ]
⊤ ∈ R

C×D with Vcap =
[vcap,vcap, . . . ,vcap]

⊤ ∈ R
C×D to get the combined feature V ′ =

[V ,Vcap] ∈ R
C×2D . Then we import V ′ into the dynamic GCN.

We define the output Z ∈ R
C×D of the dynamic GCN as follows:

Z = LReLU(AdV Wd), where Ad = σ(WAV
′). (3)

WA and Wd mean the the weights of a conv layer that formulates

the dynamic correlation matrix Ad and the state-update weights, re-

spectively. σ(·) represents the sigmoid activation function. As a

result, we can capture the relationship between different attributes in

the images by GCN and import the information of textual descrip-

tions of the anime illustration into the GCN to further improve the

classification accuracy.

2.3. Final Classification and Loss

This subsection explains the final classification and loss. For the final

classification, we use the output Z = [z1, z2, . . . , zC ]
⊤ of the dy-

namic GCN and predict scores of each category. Particularly, we put

each vector zc of the final category representation Z into a binary

classifier and get the predict scores sc of category c. We concatenate

the scores sc to obtain the final scores s = [s1, s2, . . . , sC ]⊤. Ac-

cording to previous studies [19, 22, 23], the loss function L(y, s) is

calculated as follows:

L(y, s) =

C∑

c=1

y
c
log(σ(sc)) + (1− y

c)log(1− σ(sc)), (4)

where y ∈ R
C means the ground truth labels of an image, and yc =

{0, 1} indicates the presence or absence of label c in the image.

3. EXPERIMENTS

This section shows the details of our experiments. First, we explain

the training of our captioning framework (3.1). Then we show the

details of the training of the whole multi-label classification model

(3.2). Next, we introduce the comparison methods and the evaluation

metrics used in this experiment (3.3) and finally show the results of

the experiment (3.4).

3.1. Training of Captioning Model for Anime Illustrations

In order to perform the transfer learning of the captioning model,

we first need to produce a dataset of animated style images from

real-world images. We used 8,000 real-world images from Flickr8k

dataset [24] and imported them into the image style transformation

model [18] shown in subsection 2.1 to generate their corresponding

animated style images. Then we used the animated style images as

input and the captioning of the corresponding real-world images as

ground truth to train the captioning model [17].

3.2. Training of Whole Multi-label Classification Model

In our experiments, we used Danbooru2020 [9] dataset for training

the whole multi-label attribute classification model. Danbooru2020

dataset is a large anime illustration dataset with over 4.2 million

images and over 130 million tags. From the dataset, we extracted

about 25,000 anime illustrations, which include 100 common at-

tribute classes, and each illustration contains an average of 6.3 at-

tribute labels. We used 75% of the 25,000 images as the training set

and the remaining 25% as the validation set.

We employed ResNet-101 [25] as the backbone of the GCN-

based attribute classification model. The negative slope of LeakyReLU

utilized in the DGCNM was set to 0.2. The input images were ran-

domly cropped, resized to 448× 448 pixels and flipped horizontally

for data augmentation. We chose Stochastic Gradient Descent as

our optimizer. Its momentum and weight decay were respectively

set to 0.9 and 1.0× 10−4 . We set the initial learning rate to 0.5 for

SAM/DGCNM and 0.05 for the backbone CNN.

2023
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Table 1. Performance comparison between our model and other im-

age classification models. We mark the best results as bold.

Method OP OR OF1 CP CR CF1 mAP

ResNet-101 [25] 60.8 55.4 58.3 62.0 58.0 61.3 63.4

SSGRL [26] 64.0 56.6 61.1 71.2 57.2 60.2 69.4

DAN [12] 64.7 51.8 57.5 67.1 56.6 61.3 64.3

ML-GCN [23] 61.2 53.6 59.1 68.8 61.4 65.9 66.3

ADD-GCN [19] 63.4 59.2 60.3 71.6 63.1 68.4 70.1

P-GCN [22] 65.3 57.8 60.7 73.9 58.5 69.8 70.4

Ours 67.6 58.1 61.4 73.0 63.8 71.0 71.2

Table 2. The ablation experimental results. We can see the influ-

ence of the accuracy of the captioning model (BLEU) on the final

classification (mAP). In the ablation experiment, we randomly se-

lected 100 anime illustrations with ground truth captionings from

Danbooru2020 dataset and calculated BLEU score and mAP.

Method BLEU [27] mAP

ADD-GCN + captioning

(by model trained for real image)
44.5 64.1

Ours (using captioning obtained

by model trained for anime illustration)
54.2 67.4

3.3. Comparison Methods and Evaluation Metrics

To verify the effectiveness of the proposed method, we employed

a series of comparison methods as follows: ResNet-101 [25], Se-

mantic Specific Graph Representation Learning (SSGRL) frame-

work [26], Deep Attribute Network (DAN) [12], Multi-Label Image

Recognition with GCN (ML-GCN) [23], Attention-Driven Dy-

namic GCN (ADD-GCN) [19] and Prediction Learning GCN (P-

GCN) [22]. Comparison method ResNet-101 is the backbone of our

method. SSGRL and DAN are the classification models based on

CNN, and ML-GCN, ADD-GCN and P-GCN are the classification

models based on GCN. Among these comparison methods, ADD-

GCN and P-GCN are the state-of-the-art methods. Each of these

models was trained with the same hyper-parameters as ours. To

confirm the performance improvement after employing the image

captioning in multi-label classification model, all the comparison

methods were trained with visual features of the anime illustrations

only.

To compare our method with other methods, according to pre-

vious studies [19, 22, 23], we adopted the average of overall preci-

sion, recall, F1 score (expressed respectively as OP, OR and OF1)

and the average of per-class precision, recall, F1 score (expressed

respectively as CP, CR and CF1) to evaluate the performance of the

methods. When measuring the precision, recall and F1 score, for

each image, the label c is predicted as positive if the score sc cal-

culated in subsection 2.4 is greater than 0.5. Also, we adopted the

average precision (AP) and the mean average precision (mAP) that

were often used in multi-label classification tasks [19].

Moreover, we conducted an ablation experiment. Specifically,

we compared our proposed model with the image captioning model

trained by real-world images. To investigate the contribution of us-

ing image captioning, we evaluated the effectiveness of the caption-

ing model by BLEU score [27] that is commonly used in the im-

Fig. 2. An example of the ablation experiment. All the scores s

are sorted in descending order. We mark the ground truth labels in

red font, and the final classification results of each method in the red

box.

age captioning task. In general, higher BLEU score means higher

accuracy of the captioning results. To calculate BLEU score, we

randomly chose 100 anime illustrations from Danbooru2020 dataset

and respectively imported them into the captioning model trained by

real-world images and that trained by the method in subsection 2.1.

3.4. Experimental Results

We show the comparison between the proposed method and other

image classification methods in Table 1. By comparing with the

baseline networks like ResNet-101 [25] which constructed the same

latent space as ours, we can see the improvement of the performance

after the employment of GCN by the experimental results. More-

over, by comparing with the state-of-the-art methods based on GCN

like ADD-GCN [19], we also confirm that introducing the domain-

specific semantic features into the GCN model is effective.

We also show the ablation experimental results in Table 2. From

this table, it can be confirmed that the higher the accuracy of the im-

age captioning is, the higher the final classification performance is.

Also, Fig. 2 shows the example of our method and the comparison

method in the ablation experiments. As shown in this figure, the la-

bel phone, which is incorrectly classified as positive by the method

using the captioning model trained for real-world image, is correctly

classified as negative after using the captioning model trained for

anime illustration. Therefore, the effectiveness of our method is ver-

ified.

4. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we have proposed a GCN-based multi-modal multi-

label attribute classification model in anime illustration using

domain-specific semantic features. We capture the relationship

between different attributes by introducing semantic features spe-

cific to anime illustration into GCN, and we further improve the

classification accuracy. In addition, to generate more accurate image

captioning for constructing our GCN model, we propose a trainable

framework for the image captioning of anime illustration. The ex-

periments show the effectiveness and the rationality of the proposed

method.
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